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ICSST 2021
Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on
Social, Science, and Technology, ICSST 2021, 25
November 2021, Tangerang, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation The 1st International Conference on Social, Science, and Technology (ICSST) 2021 was
organized by Universitas Islam Syekh Yusuf Tangerang. This conference was held on November 25, 2021, in Tangerang,
Indonesia. ICSST provides a platform for lecturers, teachers, researchers, and practitioners to share their insights and
perspectives related to the theme "Transformation of Science and Culture during the Pandemic Era and Afterwards".
From the theme above, the detailed sub-theme of the conference was formulated to cover the general theme of
education, science, social, and technology. The selected paper presented are then documented in this proceeding book
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entitled The Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on Social, Science, and Technology, ICSST 2021. This
proceeding is expected to provide an insightful perspective and point of view in developing the innovation for
overcoming future challenges and obstacles in the ﬁeld of education, social, science, and technology during the
pandemic era and afterward. The success of the conference till the compilation of the articles in this book is deﬁnitely
the result of the eﬀort of people who contribute and work wholeheartedly. We sincerely appreciate the Steering
Committee, Keynote Speakers, Organizing Committee Team, and Participants for their contributions to the conference.
Finally, we hope that The Proceeding of 1st ICSST 2021- Universitas Islam Syekh Yusuf Tangerang, Indonesia will be
useful for all participants and readers to present the innovative novel in the future. See you all in the next ICSST.

Kupas Habis 4 Bidang Studi Utama SMP
Niaga Swadaya

SHARIA ECONOMIC LAW REVIEW ON FOREX TRADING
Dini Ayu SHARIA ECONOMIC LAW REVIEW ON FOREX TRADING

KIBAR 2020
Proceedings of the 1st Konferensi Internasional
Berbahasa Indonesia Universitas Indraprasta PGRI,
KIBAR 2020, 28 October 2020, Jakarta, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation This proceeding consists of selected papers presented at Konferensi Internasional
Berbahasa Indonesia Unindra (Unindra's Indonesian Language International Conference), KIBAR 2020, held in October
2020. The 37 papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 71 submissions. This proceeding covers a wide range
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of subjects reﬂecting the main disciplines of the conference: Social Sciences and Humanities, Arts, Design and Media,
and Educational Sciences. The discussion of the problem in each paper is delivered in Indonesian language, as the
main purpose of the conference, in addition to provide a venue for academic conversation, is to support an initiative of
the internationalization of the language.

ICESC 2019
Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on
Engineering, Science, and Commerce, ICESC 2019,
18-19 October 2019, Labuan Bajo, Nusa Tenggara Timur,
Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation We are delighted to introduce the proceedings of the 1st International Conference on
Engineering, Science, and Commerce (ICESC 2019). Tourism is one of the fastest growing industries and contributes a
great deal to economies around the world. However, it is inevitable that activities in the development of the tourism
industry have caused many problems both in local culture and the environment. What is the role of Engineering,
Science, and Commerce to support Sustainable Tourism? This conference has brought researchers, academicians and
practitioners to contribute to the body of knowledge and practical problem solving from the ﬁeld of engineering,
science, and technology that are relevant to support sustainable tourism. Engineering papers focused on the role of
renewable energy, information technology, civil and mechanical engineering researches that support sustainable
tourism. In the ﬁeld of science, the papers discussed achievements of the latest technology in ﬁnding environmentally
friendly products. The role of business and accounting systems to support the sustainable tourism was indicated by
more than 20 papers. We hope that the proceedings will be an exceptional source for readers who concern to the
impacts of the development of tourism on natural resources, consumption patterns, pollution and social systems.
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Skripsi Bahasa Inggris: The Inﬂuence of English Program
on Television Shows towards Students' Interest
Azwar Rangkuti In this study, the writer researched about “The Inﬂuence of English program on television shows
towards Students’ Interest in Learning English to Eleventh Grade Students of SMA Negeri I Peureulak.” There are ﬁve
problems in this study namely: 1) Is there any inﬂuence of English program on television shows towards students’
interest in learning English? 2) Do English program on television shows increase students’ interest in learning English?
3) Do students who often watch English program on television shows get good results in learning English? 4) Do
students who not watch English program on television shows get bad results in learning English? 5) Is there any
English program on television shows attract students’ interest in learning English?

ICEL 2019
First International Conference on Advances in Education,
Humanities, and Language, ICEL 2019, Malang,
Indonesia, 23-24 March 2019
European Alliance for Innovation We are delighted to introduce the proceedings of the ﬁrst edition of the 2019
International Conference on Advances in Education, Humanities, and Language (ICEL). The aim of ICEL (International
Conference on Advances in Humanities, Education and Language) is to provide a platform for researchers,
professionals, academicians as well as industrial professionals from all over the world to present their research results
and development activities in Education, humanities, and Language. The theme of ICEL 2019 was “Mainstreaming the
Inﬂuences on Higher Order of Thinking Skills in Humanities, Education, and Language in Industrial Revolution 4.0”. The
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technical program of ICEL 2019 consisted of 77 full papers, including invited papers in oral presentation sessions at the
main conference tracks. Aside from the high quality technical paper presentations, the technical program also featured
six keynote speeches, Hamamah, Ph.D (Univeritas Brawijaya, Indonesia), Prof. Dr. Nuraihan binti Mat Daud (UIIM,
Malaysia), Dr. Edith Dunn (Conservator/Cultural Specialist, USA), Prof. Yoshihiko -Sugimura (university of Mizaki,
Japan), Prof. Park Yoonho (Sunchon National University, Korea) and Prof. Su Keh Bow (Soochow University, Taiwan).
We strongly believe that ICEL conference provides a good forum for all researchers, developers and practitioners to
discuss various advances that are relevant to education, humanities, and language. We also expect that the future
ICEL conference will be as successful and stimulating, as indicated by the contributions presented in this volume

ICONECT 2019
Proceeding of the 2nd International Conference
Education Culture and Technology, ICONECT 2019,
20-21 August 2019, Kudus, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation The complex problems of education and technological development and information
demands, then takes its main innovations in learning. The purpose of this Education is Innovation in order to improve
the quality, eﬀectiveness, eﬃciency, relevance and productivity, making the learning process more meaningful and fun
for children. Innovation can be performed in all subjects, learning methods, media and evaluation. Innovation-based
learning local culture values will yield the superior character that will beneﬁt children in the face of a globalized world.
So is innovation technology-based learning, make learning be fun so that children become active and creative ideas,
thoughts, research related to the innovation of education can be presented in International Conference Education,
Culture and technology is preferred. The theme of this Conference: Innovation of Education to Improve Character Value
for Childern.
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ICTES 2018
Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Technology and Educational Science, ICSTES 2018,
November 21-22 2018, Bali, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation The technical program of The First ICTES 2018 consisted of 114 full papers. Aside from
the high-quality technical paper presentations we also held workshop and clinic manuscript that was carried out before
the main track aims to strengthen the ability to write scientiﬁc publications. Coordination with the steering chairs, Dr.
Kadek Suranata, S.Pd, M.Pd.,Kons., and the members of organizing committee is essential for the success of the
conference. We sincerely appreciate all the Advisory Boards for the constant support and guidance. It was also a great
pleasure to work with such an excellent organizing committee team for their hard work in organizing and supporting
the conference. In particular, the Scientiﬁc Committee, led by Cand(Dr) Robbi Rahim, M.Kom have completed the peerreview process of technical papers and made a high-quality technical program. We are also grateful to Students
Conference chairs were leading by Ida Ayu Made Diah Paramiswari for their support and all the authors who submitted
their papers to the First ICTES 2018. We strongly believe that ICTES conference provides a good forum for all
academicians, researchers, and practitioners to discuss all Educational science and technology aspects that are
relevant to issues and challenge for sustainability in the 4th industrial revolution. We also expect that the future ICTES
conference will be as successful and stimulating, as indicated by the contributions presented in this volume

ICEHHA 2021
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Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on
Education, Humanities, Health and Agriculture, ICEHHA
2021, 3-4 June 2021, Ruteng, Flores, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation This book contains the proceedings of the First International Conference on Education,
Humanities, Health, and Agriculture (ICEHHA 2021). Where held on 3rd-4th June 2021 in Ruteng, Flores, Indonesia. This
conference was held by Universitas Katolik Indonsia Santu Paulus Ruteng. The papers from this conference were
collected in a proceedings book entitled: Proceedings of the First International Conference on Education, Humanities,
Health, and Agriculture (ICEHHA 2021). The presentation of such a multi-discipline conference will provide a lot of
inspiring inputs and new knowledge on current trends in the ﬁelds of Education, Humanities, Health, and Agriculture.
According to the argument, this conference will act as a valuable reference for numerous relevant research eﬀorts in
the future. The committee recognizes that the smoothness and success of this conference cannot be separated from
the cooperation of numerous stakeholders. As such, we like to oﬀer our profound gratitude to the distinguished
keynote speaker, keynote speakers, invited speaker, paper presenters, and participants for their enthusiastic support
of joining the First International Conference on Education, Humanities, Health, and Agriculture. We are convinced that
the contents of the study from various papers are not only encouraged productive discussion among presenters and
participants but also inspire further research in the respected ﬁeld. We are greatly grateful for your willingness to join
and share your knowledge and expertise at our conference. Your input was essential in ensuring the success of our
conference. Finally, we hope that this conference will serve as a forum for learning in building togetherness, especially
for academic networks and the realization of a meaningful academic atmosphere for the development of digital literacy
in various ﬁelds of life. Thus, we hope to see you all at the second ICEHHA.
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ICASI 2020
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference on
Advance & Scientiﬁc Innovation, ICASI 2020, 20 June
2020, Medan, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation As an annual event, The 3rd INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ADVANCE & SCIENTIFIC
INNOVATION (ICASI) 2020 continued the agenda to bring together researcher, academics, experts and professionals in
examining selected theme by applying multidisciplinary approaches. In 2020, this event will be held in 20 June at
Garuda Plaza Hotel Medan. The conference from any kind of stakeholders related with Management, Economy,
Administration Business, Tourism, Policy, Law, Operation Management and all research in Social Science and
Humanities. Each contributed paper was refereed before being accepted for publication. The double-blind peer
reviewed was used in the paper selection.

WICSTH 2021
Proceedings of the 1st Warmadewa International
Conference on Science, Technology and Humanity,
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WICSTH 2021, 7-8 September 2021, Denpasar, Bali,
Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation 1st Warmadewa International Conference on Science, Technology and Humanity will be an
annual event hosted by Warmadewa Research Institution, Universitas Warmadewa. This year (2021), will be the ﬁrst
WICSTH will be held on 7 - 8 September 2021 at Auditorium Widya Sabha, Universitas Warmadewa Denpasar-Bali,
Indonesia. In the direction of a new life order during pandemic COVID-19, Science, technology and humanity especially
in ecotourism is a crucial topic to address, this is a momentum to bring together various critical views and thoughts
from various ﬁelds of science related to strategies that can be done in developing and solving ecotourism resilience
during pandemic COVID-19 in Science, technology and humanity study.The conference invites delegates from across
Indonesian and is usually attended by more than 100 participants from university academics, researchers,
practitioners, and professionals across a wide range of industries.

VEIC 2020
Proceedings of the 2nd Vocational Education
International Conference, VEIC 2020, 27th August 2020,
Semarang, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation This book constitutes the thoroughly internationally - refereed proceedings of the 2nd
Vocational Educational International Conference: Revitalization of Vocational Education in Indonesia, 2020, held in
Semarang, Indonesia, in August 27, 2020. The papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from all
submissions. The papers reﬂect the conference sessions as follows: Innovation In Building and Developing Vocational
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Education, Innovation In Preparing and Developing Educators In Vocational Education, Innovation In Preparing and
Developing Skilled Workers, and Developing Students Competencies Using E-learning.

Islam Universalia, Issue Jan 2020
Cyber Media Publishing Islam Universalia is an international journal published by the Cyber Dakwah. It specializes in
Islamic studies and social sciences in various scientiﬁc ﬁelds and is intended to communicate original research and
current issues on the subject. This journal warmly welcomes contributions from scholars of related disciplines. The
languages used in this journal are English and Indonesia. Islam Universalia is an open-access journal which means that
all content is freely available without charge to the user. Publish your articles with us. Email:
editorislamuniversalia@gmail.com | Web: https://ejournal.cyberdakwah.com

Islam Universalia, Issue May 2019
Cyber Media Publishing Islam Universalia is an international journal published by the Cyber Dakwah. It specializes in
Islamic studies and social sciences in various scientiﬁc ﬁelds and is intended to communicate original research and
current issues on the subject. This journal warmly welcomes contributions from scholars of related disciplines. The
languages used in this journal are English and Indonesia. Islam Universalia is an open-access journal which means that
all content is freely available without charge to the user.

Multilingual Education In Pesantren Context
Deepublish Multilingual has played an important role in globalization era as a tool to drive competitiveness among
people or countries over the world, such in economic, trade, policy, culture, and also education. It was deﬁned
ordinarily as the ability to speak or to communicate using three or more languages (McArthur, 1992: 673; Edwards,
1994: 33; Vildomec, 1963: 28; Kemp, 2009: 11). The beneﬁts of being multilingual exhibit over monolinguals and not
restricted to linguistic knowledge only but extend outside the area of language. The substantial long-lived cognitive,
social, personal, academic, and professional beneﬁts of enrichment multilingual context have been well documented
(Cummins, 1981: 3; Cook, 2001; Diaz R, Klingler, 1991: 167; Lam, Wan Shun Eva and Rosario-Ramos, Enid, 2009: 171).
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ETIKA BISNIS ISLAM
Alliv Renteng Mandiri Pemikirian etika bisnis muncul ke permukaan dengan landasan bahwa islam adalah agama yang
sempurna. Ia merupakan kumpulan atutan -aturan ajaran (doktrin) dan nilai-nilai yang mengantarkan manusia dalam
kehidupannya menuju tujuan kebahagiaan hidup baik di dunia maupun di akhirat

International Conference on Health, Education, &
Computer Science Technology (ICHECST)
Samudra Biru ICHEST adalah konferensi internasional yang diadakan pada tanggal 12 Desember 2020. Tema utama
konferensi ini adalah Kesehatan, Pendidikan, dan Teknologi. Ada sekitar 400 peserta umum, 100 presenter, 47 artikel
dan peserta tamu. Pada saat konferensi berlangsung, seluruh peserta terhubung melalui zoom pada waktu yang sama.
Dalam konferensi internasional ini kami mengangkat tema utama yaitu Konferensi Internasional pertama tentang
Kesehatan, Pendidikan, dan Ilmu Komputer, Universitas Megarezky. Selanjutnya, untuk memudahkan presenter dalam
menyampaikan tema yang telah diajukan, kami memperluas dan mereproduksi tema kecil untuk presenter. Antara lain,
kebijakan baru dalam pelayanan kesehatan, pendidikan dan teknologi, kebijakan dalam pembelajaran selama pandemi
Covid-19, merumuskan kembali tujuan pembelajaran, dan sebagainya. Buku ini merupakan hasil dari konferensi
internasional ini, maka dengan ini pembaca dapat membaca semua artikel yang dipresentasikan pada konferensi
tersebut.

INCEESS 2020
Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on
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Economics Engineering and Social Science, InCEESS
2020, 17-18 July, Bekasi, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation InCEESS is an international conference hosted by Pelita Bangsa University. This
conference is arranged to become an annual conference making room for scholars and practitioners in the area of
Engineering, ICT, Management, and all research in Social Science and Humanities to share their thoughts, knowledge,
and recent researches in the ﬁeld of study (https://inceess.pelitabangsa.ac.id/).

ICGCS 2021
Proceedings of the 1st International Conference on
Gender, Culture and Society, ICGCS 2021, 30-31 August
2021, Padang, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation Responding to evolving challenges toward achieving gender equality and social inclusion.
30-31 August 2021, Indonesia. This event, organized by Pusat Studi Gender, Anak, dan Keluarga (PPGAK) ‘The Center
of Gender, Children, and Family Studies’ Universitas Andalas aims to promote new insights and discussion about the
current global perspectives, considering the diﬀerences in academic and subject ﬁelds’ approaches across time,
countries, and economic sectors, with its implications and to improve and share the scientiﬁc knowledge on gender
research. Is meant to open our horizon that the issue of gender and social inclusion may be viewed from various
disciplines and perspectives. This book constitutes the refereed post-conference proceedings of the 1st International
Conference in Gender, Culture and Society, held online from Padang, Indonesia, August 30-31, 2021. The 85 revised full
papers were carefully selected from 124 submissions. The papers are organized thematically in gender, culture and
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society. The papers present a wide range of insights and discussion about the current global perspectives on gender
research.

UNISET 2020
Proceedings of the 1st Universitas Kuningan
International Conference on Social Science, Environment
and Technology, UNiSET 2020, 12 December 2020,
Kuningan, West Java, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation The Universitas Kuningan International Conference on Social Science, Environment and
Technology (UNISET) will be an annual event hosted by Universitas Kuningan. This year (2020), will be the ﬁrst UNISET
will be held on 12 December 2020 at Universitas Kuningan, Kuningan, West Java, Indonesia. “Exploring Science and
Technology to the Improvement of Community Welfare” has been chosen at the main theme for the conference, with a
focus on the latest research and trends, as well as future outlook of the ﬁeld of Call for paper ﬁelds to be included in
UNISET 2020 are: Social Sciences, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Mechanical Engineering and Technology,
Electrical Engineering, Material Sciences and Engineering, Food and Agriculture Technology, Informatics Engineering
and Technologies, Medical and Health Technology. The conference invites delegates from across Indonesian and South
East Asian region and beyond, and is usually attended by more than 100 participants from university academics,
researchers, practitioners, and professionals across a wide range of industries.
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Dynamics of Industrial Revolution 4.0: Digital
Technology Transformation and Cultural Evolution
Proceedings of the 7th Bandung Creative Movement
International Conference on Creative Industries (7th
BCM 2020), Bandung, Indonesia, 12th November 2020
Routledge The 7th Bandung Creative Movement conference presented the theme "Dynamics of Industrial Revolution
4.0" which discussed how the digital world and connectivity changed human culture in various aspects of life, and
transformed in accordance to human needs and social culture. Digital technology has transformed society to serve
people from manufacturing needs to smart cities, from network connectivity to people connectivity. The application of
information technology has helped in improving live quality and environmental sustainability. Digital transformation is
revolutionizing how businesses and workers interconnect to be more productive and eﬃcient. The result is improved
collaboration, faster processes and time-to-market, lower costs and better products. Devices are getting smarter,
meaning they are able to perform more and more tasks without human intervention; moreover, these devices generate
data that provide insights to further improve processes and gain greater eﬃciencies. Moreover, with the Internet of
Things (IoT), all these smart devices are interconnected in ways that not only help make them even smarter, but also
enhances the intelligence of the overall system. Digital technology is a formidable driver for the transformation of a
highly carbon-dependent world into one that is more ecologically ‘smart.’ We are entering a new era of environmental
innovation that is driving better alignment between technology and environmental goals. Since its ﬁrst announcement
in 2011, industrial revolution 4.0 has dynamically changed and transformed to adjust itself to the human needs and to
serve more eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness of everyday life as well as environmental enhancement. The 7th Bandung
Creative Movement has brought forward discussions on dynamic changes, ups and downs, innovations, relations of
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industrial revolution of the internet of thing, data, automation, to human physical world, new art and aesthetic,
business, product innovation, built environment, and education.

NS-UNISM 2019
Proceedings of the First National Seminar Universitas
Sari Mulia, NS-UNISM 2019, 23rd November 2019,
Banjarmasin, South Kalimantan, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation This proceeding contains selected papers from the National Seminar on "The Role and
Strategy of Higher Education through the Results of Research and Community Service Entering the Industrial Age 4.0"
which conducted on November 23rd, 2019 in Banjarmasin, Indonesia. This National Seminar was organized by Sari
Mulia University, Banjarmasin, Indonesia. This conference accommodates research topics and community service from
various aspects such as health, humanities, science and technology. We would like to express our appreciation and
gratitude to the invited experts who have provided insights to the participants of this national seminar, as well as the
research committee and paper reviewers who have worked hard until there are 95 papers worthy of publication in the
NS-UNISM 2019 proceedings. Papers in this proceedings are expected to provide academic beneﬁts, especially in
broadening our horizons of understanding in our area of expertise as academics and practitioners. We realize that
what we present for this publication is far from perfect. Constructive criticism is welcome for improvement. Finally, I
represent the national seminar committee and also on behalf of the Sari Mulia University, Banjarmasin, Indonesia
expressing my gratitude for participating and congratulating the publication of the paper in the NS-UNISM 2019. We
from the Civitas Academica Sari Mulia University, together with the Committee also want to say thank you so much to
all persons who have supported and actively participated in the success of this event. Hopefully this proceeding can be
used as a reference in developing academic studies, technology and improving learning activities in the ﬁelds of
health, humanities, and science and technology. This proceeding contains selected papers from the National Seminar
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on "The Role and Strategy of Higher Education through the Results of Research and Community Service Entering the
Industrial Age 4.0" which conducted on November 23rd, 2019 in Banjarmasin, Indonesia. This National Seminar was
organized by Sari Mulia University, Banjarmasin, Indonesia. This conference accommodates research topics and
community service from various aspects such as health, humanities, science and technology. We would like to express
our appreciation and gratitude to the invited experts who have provided insights to the participants of this national
seminar, as well as the research committee and paper reviewers who have worked hard until there are 95 papers
worthy of publication in the NS-UNISM 2019 proceedings. Papers in this proceedings are expected to provide academic
beneﬁts, especially in broadening our horizons of understanding in our area of expertise as academics and
practitioners. We realize that what we present for this publication is far from perfect. Constructive criticism is welcome
for improvement. Finally, I represent the national seminar committee and also on behalf of the Sari Mulia University,
Banjarmasin, Indonesia expressing my gratitude for participating and congratulating the publication of the paper in
the NS-UNISM 2019. We from the Civitas Academica Sari Mulia University, together with the Committee also want to
say thank you so much to all persons who have supported and actively participated in the success of this event.
Hopefully this proceeding can be used as a reference in developing academic studies, technology and improving
learning activities in the ﬁelds of health, humanities, and science and technology. Best regards, Dr. Ir. Agustinus
Hermino, M.Pd (Vice President III for Resources and Partnerships)

nCOV 2020
The Proceedings of the 1st Seminar The Emerging of
Novel Corona Virus, nCov 2020, 11-12 February 2020,
Bali, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation The Seminar Nasional of The Emerging of Novel Corona Virus (2019-nCoV) or SNCOV in
collaboration with PPI Taiwan is a conference of tourism health and Social Science provide a forum for publishing
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research articles or review articles that improving and alert to the threat of new viruses, especially Wuhan nCoV and
impact to all Aspect. This conference has been held by Faculty of Medical and Science Universitas Warmadewa and
support by PPI Taiwan. The conference is held on February 11th to 12th 2020. This conference encompasses original
research articles, review articles, and short communications, including The current situation of 2019-nCo-V: counting
the risk of transmission; Travel warning: impact to the tourist destinations; The Outbreak of 2019- nCo-V: Prevention in
the Indonesian Borders; The immune response against nCoV infections: into the eye of cytokine storm; The zoonosis of
Novel Corona Virus and Beyond; Management, prevention and control of the Novel Corona Virus; Emerging virus: the
Novel Corona Virus Travel health development in Indonesia; and Travel medicine: past, present and future. The
Seminar Nasional of The Emerging of Novel Corona Virus (2019-nCoV) involves a number of competent keynote speaker
and invited speaker. The paper collected are participated from various authors who are interested in the speciﬁed
topic.

The Connection Of Reference Sources And The Students’
Achievement In Reading
Penerbit YLGI This monograph can be used to face learners has trouble. The learners think reading book is not
important, Especially for learners has low interest in reading book. And for school has low performance in handling
learners ‘low interest in reading. This monograph is a written form that can be used in. This monograph can be used by
all levels of education and is also structured to be accurate information to add knowledge and scientiﬁc insights about
the relationship between reference sources and learners' reading achievement. So that the hope is that this
monograph will become one of the media in strengthening the values that schools treat to increase reading interest in
schools. This monograph is still not perfect, so we hope that there will be constructive input for its improvement.

Proceeding: 2nd Sriwijaya Economic, Accounting, And
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Business Conference 2016
SEABC Oﬃcial Proceeding: 2nd Sriwijaya Economic, Accounting, And Business Conference 2016 (November 23rd - 24th,
2016) Global Competitiveness: The Dynamics of Local, Regional, & National Changes

ISMINA 2021
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Sports, Health, and Physical Education, ISMINA 2021,
28-29 April 2021, Semarang, Central Java, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation We are delighted to introduce the proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Sports, Health, and Physical Education (ISMINA 2021) with the theme “Transformation on Sports, Health and Physical
Education Facing the Global Pandemic”. This conference has brought researchers, educators and practitioners around
the world. The 5th ISMINA 2021 Proceedings contains 75 articles. Consisting of 35 sports-themed articles, 25 healththemed articles, and 15 physical education-themed articles. The 5th ISMINA 2021 collaborates with ICSSPE, APPORI
and several leading Indonesian universities in the ﬁelds of physical education, sports, and health education. The 5th
ISMINA 2021 aims to gather all knowledge and transformation to face the global pandemic in the ﬁelds of physical
education, health, and sports. Finally, we would like to express our gratitude and appreciation for all committee and
the reviewers who helped us maintain the high quality of manuscripts included in the proceedings published by EUDL.
Also, we are thankful to all the authors who submitted papers, because of which the conference became a story of
success.
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ICONSEIR 2021
Proceedings of the 3rd International Conference of
Science Education in Industrial Revolution 4.0, ICONSEIR
2021, December 21st, 2021, Medan, North Sumatra,
Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation The 3rd International Conference on Science Education in Industrial Revolution 4.0
(ICONSEIR 4.0) is a forum of scientists, academics, researchers, teachers and observers of education and students of
post-graduate who care of education. This event was held by the Faculty of Education, Universitas Negeri Medan Indonesia, on December 21st, 2021.

Introduction to Integrated Education
Description on the nature of integrated education
UNIDA GONTOR PRESS Education is a process to change the behavior of an individual in the society and his surrounding,
through teaching and guiding as the fundamental activity among other activities in the community. This deﬁnition
stresses on the change of behavior from bad to good, from minimum to maximum from potential to actual and from
passive to active. All the changes are through the teaching process, which does not end at the level of individual, but
up to the level of society. In this sense, the educational process will enhance individual as well as social piety. Islamic
education on the other hand, can be deﬁned as all eﬀorts to educate and develop individual self and his human
resources for a perfect person. This deﬁnition is in accordance with the view of Islam on the real meaning of education,
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that is to actualize a person who has strong faith in Allah the Almighty and at the same time, he is able to keep in
balance his pious relationship with his God and fellow being positively as well as constructively. Islamic education is an
education which has fundamental principles like independent methods, learning based on self-reliance, freedom in
teaching, self-study, special attention on children, encouraging the skill and potencies of the student, appreciation of
the students' intelligence, teaching through suitable approaches, kind guidance, and softness. Islamic education
focuses on the behavior education, giving special attention on the development of skill in oratory, reasoning and
speech presentation, reading enrichment on the classical Islamic book and consistent in learning, research and
teaching which all are based on long life education. Meanwhile, the aim of Islamic education is personality
construction, educating the mind and heart, nourishing the potencies, inhabits good conduct and preparing the child to
be sincere and clean in mind and heart based on the teaching of Islam. The whole activities and the subjects taught at
the process of education should be tahdhibul akhlaq (etiquette construction). The author in this book tries to describe
the foundation of integrated education based on the light of al-Qur'an and Prophetic Tradition. The elaboration of its
nature also includes the basic principle, curriculum and method of this institution. In the end of narration, the book
explains vividly the historical studies on its ideal model that developed signiﬁcantly through the passage of times.

ISSHE 2020
Proceedings of the First International Seminar Social
Science, Humanities and Education, ISSHE 2020, 25
November 2020, Kendari, Southeast Sulawesi, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation International Seminar on Social Science, Humanities and Education (ISSHE) is motivated
by eﬀorts to increase the quality of research and respond to the development of studies related to social science,
humanities and education ﬁelds. This seminar aims: (1) to bring together all scientists, researchers, practitioners, and
lecturers, (2) to share and discuss theoretical and practical knowledge about social science, humanities and education
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ﬁelds. The conference was held virtually by using Zoom on November, 25th 2020. The host of the conference was the
Faculty of Cultural Sciences of Universitas Haluoleo, Kendari, Indonesia in collaboration with Graduate Program of
Linguistics Universitas Warmadewa, Denpasar-Bali, Indonesia. By organising the seminar, it is expected it can be used
as a scientiﬁc forum to accommodate discussions among young researchers originated from Indonesia in the ﬁelds of
social science, humanities, and education. Therefore, the keynote speakers and invited speakers in the seminar are the
researchers that are reputable and well-known in the world. We would like to thank the organising committee and the
board of reviewers for their kind assistance and intention in reviewing all the papers. We would also extend our best
gratitude to keynote speakers for their invaluable contributions and worthwhile ideas shared in the seminar. As a
result, ISSHE is expected to be able to be used as academic media to exchange ideas that will impact on conduction of
any study related to social science, humanities, and education phenomena.

AISTSSE 2018
Proceedings of The 5th Annual International Seminar on
Trends in Science and Science Education, AISTSSE 2018,
18-19 October 2018, Medan, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation This book contains the proceedings of the The 5th Annual International Seminar on
Trends in Science and Science Education (AISTSSE) and The 2nd International Conference on Innovation in Education,
Science and Culture (ICIESC), where held on 18 October 2018 and 25 September 2018 in same city, Medan, North
Sumatera. Both of conferences were organized respectively by Faculty of Mathematics and Natural Sciences and
Research Institute, Universitas Negeri Medan. The papers from these conferences collected in a proceedings book
entitled: Proceedings of 5th AISTSSE. In publishing process, AISTSSE and ICIESC were collaboration conference
presents six plenary and invited speakers from Australia, Japan, Thailand, and from Indonesia. Besides speaker,
around 162 researchers covering lecturers, teachers, participants and students have attended in this conference. The
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researchers come from Jakarta, Yogyakarta, Bandung, Palembang, Jambi, Batam, Pekanbaru, Padang, Aceh, Medan and
several from Malaysia, and Thailand. The AISTSSE meeting is expected to yield fruitful result from discussion on
various issues dealing with challenges we face in this Industrial Revolution (RI) 4.0. The purpose of AISTSSE is to bring
together professionals, academics and students who are interested in the advancement of research and practical
applications of innovation in education, science and culture. The presentation of such conference covering multi
disciplines will contribute a lot of inspiring inputs and new knowledge on current trending about: Mathematical
Sciences, Mathematics Education, Physical Sciences, Physics Education, Biological Sciences, Biology Education,
Chemical Sciences, Chemistry Education, and Computer Sciences. Thus, this will contribute to the next young
generation researches to produce innovative research ﬁndings. Hopely that the scientiﬁc attitude and skills through
research will promote Unimed to be a well-known university which persist to be developed and excelled. Finally, we
would like to express greatest thankful to all colleagues in the steering committee for cooperation in administering
and arranging the conference. Hopefully these seminar and conference will be continued in the coming years with
many more insight articles from inspiring research. We would also like to thank the invited speakers for their
invaluable contribution and for sharing their vision in their talks. We hope to meet you again for the next conference of
AISTSSE.

APTIKOM Journal on Computer Science and Information
Technologies (CSIT) Vol. 5 No. 1 March 2020
IAIC BANGUN BANGSA CSIT (APTIKOM Journal on Computer Science and Information Technologies) Published by APTIKOM
& Organized by Aptikom Publisher and Pandawan. CSIT is published three a year, every March, July, and November.

ICOPE 2020
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Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on
Progressive Education, ICOPE 2020, 16-17 October 2020,
Universitas Lampung, Bandar Lampung, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation We are delighted to introduce the Proceedings of the Second International Conference on
Progressive Education (ICOPE) 2020 hosted by the Faculty of Teacher Training and Education, Universitas Lampung,
Indonesia, in the heart of the city Bandar Lampung on 16 and 17 October 2020. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we
took a model of an online organised event via Zoom. The theme of the 2nd ICOPE 2020 was “Exploring the New Era of
Education”, with various related topics including Science Education, Technology and Learning Innovation, Social and
Humanities Education, Education Management, Early Childhood Education, Primary Education, Teacher Professional
Development, Curriculum and Instructions, Assessment and Evaluation, and Environmental Education. This conference
has invited academics, researchers, teachers, practitioners, and students worldwide to participate and exchange ideas,
experiences, and research ﬁndings in the ﬁeld of education to make a better, more eﬃcient, and impactful teaching
and learning. This conference was attended by 190 participants and 160 presenters. Four keynote papers were
delivered at the conference; the ﬁrst two papers were delivered by Prof Emeritus Stephen D. Krashen from the
University of Southern California, the USA and Prof Dr Bujang Rahman, M.Si. from Universitas Lampung, Indonesia. The
second two papers were presented by Prof Dr Habil Andrea Bencsik from the University of Pannonia, Hungary and Dr
Hisham bin Dzakiria from Universiti Utara Malaysia, Malaysia. In addition, a total of 160 papers were also presented by
registered presenters in the parallel sessions of the conference. The conference represents the eﬀorts of many
individuals. Coordination with the steering chairs was essential for the success of the conference. We sincerely
appreciate their constant support and guidance. We would also like to express our gratitude to the organising
committee members for putting much eﬀort into ensuring the success of the day-to-day operation of the conference
and the reviewers for their hard work in reviewing submissions. We also thank the four invited keynote speakers for
sharing their insights. Finally, the conference would not be possible without the excellent papers contributed by
authors. We thank all authors for their contributions and participation in the 2nd ICOPE 2020. We strongly believe that
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the 2nd ICOPE 2020 has provided a good forum for academics, researchers, teachers, practitioners, and students to
address all aspects of education-related issues in the current educational situation. We feel honoured to serve the best
recent scientiﬁc knowledge and development in education and hope that these proceedings will furnish scholars from
all over the world with an excellent reference book. We also expect that the future ICOPE conference will be more
successful and stimulating. Finally, it was with great pleasure that we had the opportunity to host such a conference.

TEACHING SPEAKING (ENGLISH) THROUGH YAHOO
MESSENGER
Theory and Practice
Media Pustaka Qalam Many teachers have made eﬀorts to make their class interesting by using various methods,
techniques, instruments and materials in order to stimulate the students to learn English. In oral English class for
example, the students are served with conductive learning activity so they can speak English as well as possible. The
ﬁrst thing a teacher should do is to create the best condition for learning as an instrument to see the learning take
place. The teacher is responsible to create a situation that provides opportunities and stimulate the students to
communicate English orally. So that, it can develop the students’ self-conﬁdence to be brave in speaking that can
improve their speaking skill. This book elaborate how YM can be used as a tool ar medium to improve students’
speaking skill are the program is easy to use and familiar for the students, they already registered at Yahoo email, and
they can practice their language skill to chat orally with native or non native speakers of English over the world
through all YM facilities.

CIFET 2019
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Proceedings of the 1st Conference on Islamic Finance
and Technology, CIFET, 21 September, Sidoarjo, East
Java, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation This is the 1st Conference on Islamic Finance and Technology (CIFET), an international
conference held by Universitas Muhammadiyah Sidorajo that invites global professionals, academics, independent
scholars, and researchers. This conferences supported by Perkumpulan Relawan Jurnal Indonesia, Kresna Nusantara,
Ijab qabul.id, and Bank BNI Syariah. It have to meet and exchange the latest ideas and discuss issues concerning all
ﬁelds of Islamic Banking and Technology. All full paper submissions will be published in Bahasa Indonesia consider
within our objectives (1) To provide a forum for all stakeholders in Islamic banking and technology to discuss the
current issues, (2) to Promote the Islamic banking and technology more useful, comply and innovate. There is three
invited speakers, Prof. Dato’ Dr. Azmi Omar (President & Chief Executive Oﬃcer INCEIF Malaysia), Abdullah Firman
Wibowo (CEO BNI Syariah), and Ronald Wijaya (Chief of Indonesian Sharia Fintech Association - AFSI). There are 37
papers from Indonesia and Uzbekistan that are qualify from various topics. The conference involves Islamic Banking,
Hajj Funds, Zakat, Infaq, Sadaqah, Waqf, Crowdfunding, Peer-to-peer Loans, Digital Economy, Financial Technology,
Blockchain Technology, Payment Systems, Sharing Economics based on Islam, Islamic Finance, Islamic Monetary.

History of The Development of Kebaya Sunda
Pantera Publishing Praise of Gratitude the author prays to Allah SWT, who has bestowed His mercy and guidance, so that
the book of the History of the Development of Sundanese Kebaya can be resolved properly. This book is part of the
master thesis to obtain a Master of Design Degree at ITB. This book contains the history and the development of
kebaya in the Sunda region. On this occasion, the author expresses his deepest gratitude to: 1. Dr. Biranul Anas Z., as
the supervisor who has given a lot of material input and direction of the thinking ﬂow in this study. 2. Drs. Yan Yan
Sunarya, M.Sn., as the counselor II who gave a lot of time to provide guidance, provided many corrections and
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improvements and provided motivation in completing this thesis. 3. Prof. Dr. Yakob Sumoharjo who has provided a lot
of knowledge and insights and gave loans to the literature for this research. 4. Drs. Hidayat Suryalaga, as the
Sundanese cultural and historian who gave many inputs about Sundanese culture. 5. Dra. Miya Rumiyana, as the
speaker who provided many data for this study. 6. Dra. Yani Suryani, as the speaker and informant who helped a lot in
providing data sources and translators of literature in Sundanese language. 7. Mr. M. Sasmita the owner of Sunda
Book Reading House and Mr. Sudarsono Katam who provided information and input data for this study. 8. Library Staﬀ
of Department of Art and Design and Staﬀ of ITB Central Library. 9. Aom Lalam Wiranatakusumah, as the speaker who
has provided data and information relating to the Pajajaran period clothing. 10. Hj. Hetty Sunaryo as the speaker who
provided information about Sundanese kebaya clothing. 11. Ms. Popon Oce Junjunan as the speaker who has provided
information about Sundanese kebaya clothing. 12. Ms. Una the owner of Tiara Salon who has provided data and
information about traditional Sundanese women's clothing. 13. Mrs. Cornelia Jane as the speaker who has provided
information about traditional Sundanese women's clothing. 14. Hj. Imas Rodiyah who helped provide research data. 15.
Ms. Otih Rostoyati as the speaker who provided information about Sundanese culture. 16. Mr. Solichin the owner of
Kebaya Bandung, as the speaker who has provided documentation as research data. 17. Haryoto Kunto Library
Foundation, Dody Tisnaamidjaya Library Foundation, Sri Baduga Museum Library, Geusan Ulun Sumedang Museum
Library, Unpas Library and STSI Library. To all parties not mentioned, who have helped both morally and materially.
May Allah SWT that the King of all sciences gives multiple rewards and always bestows His mercy on us all. Amiin.
Bandung, February 27, 2019 Author: Irma Russanti, S.Pd.,

ICLLE 2019
Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference on
Language, Literature and Education, ICLLE 2019, 22-23
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August, Padang, West Sumatra, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation As an annual event, International Conference on Language, Literature, and Education in
Digital Era (ICLLE) 2019 continued the agenda to bring together researcher, academics, experts and professionals in
examining selected theme by language, literature and education in digital era. In 2019, this event held in 19-20 July
2019 at Padang, Indonesia. The conference from any kind of stakeholders related with Language and literature
especially in education. Each contributed paper was refereed before being accepted for publication. The double-blind
peer reviewed was used in the paper selection.

IAIC Transactions on Sustainable Digital Innovation
(ITSDI) The 3rd Edition Vol. 2 No. 1 October 2020
IAIC BANGUN BANGSA ITSDI (IAIC Transactions on Sustainable Digital Innovation) is a scientiﬁc journal organized by
Pandawan & Aptikom Publisher and supported by IAIC (Indonesian Association on Informatics and Computing). ITSDI is
published twice a year, every April and October

ICONSEIR 2019
Proceedings of the 2nd International Conference of
Science Education in Industrial Revolution 4.0, ICONSEIR,
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December 17th,2019, Medan, North Sumatra, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation As an annual event, 2nd International Conference of Science Education in Industrial
Revolution 4.0 (ICONSEIR) 2019 continued the agenda to bring together researcher, academics, experts and
professionals in examining selected theme by applying multidisciplinary approaches. In 2019, this event will be hed in
17 December at La Polonia Hotel and Convention. The conference from any kind of stakeholders related with
Education, Information Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. Each contributed paper was refereed before being
accepted for publication. The double-blind peer reviewed was used in the paper selection.

ICEMS 2019
Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on
Education in Muslim Society, ICEMS 2019,30 September
- 01 October 2019, Jakarta, Indonesia
European Alliance for Innovation Proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Education in Muslim Society (ICEMS)
contain papers from researchers, academicians, teachers, school principals, government agencies, and consultants in
various ﬁelds of education, social sciences, humanities, Arabic and English linguistics. There were 110 full papers
submitted and after reviewed by at least two reviewers, 39 of them are successfully published in the proceedings. The
articles were submitted and presented at the 5th ICEMS held by Faculty of Educational Sciences (FITK) supported by
Center for Research and Community Service (LP2M) UIN Syarif Hidayatullah Jakarta. The 5th ICEMS centers on the
issue of creativity and innovation in teaching and learning, a crucial issue to be discussed to improve the teaching and
learning quality which in turn ultimately raise the overall education quality. In the future, the subsequent proceeding
would be able to consistently grow into one prestigious annual proceeding by publishing papers from varied diﬀerent
ﬁelds of study, particularly in education.
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